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Executive Summary
More than ever, state lawmakers play a key role in improving lives in states across the country.
With rising costs, federal courts sending critical decisions to the states, and the ongoing health,
educational, and economic impacts from the pandemic, constituents are looking to state
lawmakers for solutions. The Lawmaker Network 2023-2024 Policy Agenda provides opportunities
for state lawmakers to address the needs of all Americans at this pivotal time, and help build a
more healthy, prosperous, and sustainable America for all.
This agenda is based on The Lawmaker Network policy library, a nonpartisan resource with
model policies and research from around the country. Every policy in this agenda can pay for
itself over time, will tangibly improve people’s lives, and has broad public support. In fact, 91% of
Americans support the seven core goal areas laid out in the agenda:
● Good Jobs
● Quality, Affordable Healthcare
● Investing in Children
● Empowering People Over Special interests
● Equal Opportunity for All
● Sustainable Infrastructure, Resilience, and Innovation
● Clean Air, Water, and Energy
And these policies can pass with bipartisan support: Today, Iowans benefit from paid
apprenticeship programs that pay them while they receive necessary training. Floridians receive
quality, affordable maternal and infant healthcare for one year after giving birth. California
families, homes, schools, and businesses are protected from harmful toxins in their drinking water.
Read on to determine what policies would most serve your constituents in this moment and
how you can best improve the lives of all Americans.
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A Message from Our Co-Founders
In the five years since we co-founded this effort, we’ve seen historic shifts that have underscored
our initial conviction: state lawmakers are the most important policymakers in the country.
You are on the forefront of the fight for our democracy and our freedoms. Choices you make can
help the people you serve find jobs that pay a livable wage, make communities resilient against
natural disasters, and ensure roads, bridges, railways, and other infrastructure are in good repair.
You can ensure that families have clean tap water and that children never have to worry about
going to school hungry.
Yet too often, your ability to shape our future is undervalued. That’s why we at The Lawmaker
Network are thrilled to share this agenda for 2023. We solicited feedback from your peers serving
in state legislatures across the country. The agenda reflects their thoughtfulness and
commitment to improving lives, shared by so many lawmakers. We thank them, and you, for
serving.
Hopefully, this agenda presents opportunities for you to have a tangible impact on your
constituents' lives.
Adam Pritzker & Daniel Squadron
Founding Partners
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Goal 1: Good Jobs
Americans are trying to make ends meet as
continued supply chain issues, corporate greed,
and other factors drive up prices. Federal actions
won’t solve this problem. State lawmakers can
leverage their power to improve lives by ensuring
that every job seeker can find a job that meets the
needs of their families. Targets to achieve include:
●
●

1.

100% of jobs pay a livable wage for all job
seekers
Paid family, vacation, and sick leave for 100%
of jobs
Expand Apprenticeships to Grow Good Jobs: People can get the skills and
credentials they need to enter the workforce in high-needs industries more quickly
and while earning a paycheck through paid apprenticeships as they work toward
their full certifications.

2.

Expand the Path to Good Jobs with Better Career and Technical Education: States
can help prepare students for in-demand careers that require more than a high
school education but not getting a college degree by improving high school
career and technical education (CTE). Quality CTE courses starting in high school
pay dividends by helping more students graduate high school, get good jobs, and
earn higher salaries.

3.

The Smallest Businesses Create Jobs and Support Job Growth: The smallest
businesses – those with 5 or fewer employees – are a particularly important
source of new jobs across the country. State lawmakers can help the smallest
businesses access the capital needed to start up and expand.
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4.

Strengthen the Workforce with Paid Sick and Family Leave: Paid sick leave gives
workers the chance to seek medical care and take time off when sick. Meanwhile,
paid family leave provides workers with paid time off to care for a new baby or a
seriously ill relative. Together, these policies help businesses by lowering turnover,
reduce the severity and spread of illness by ensuring workers can take the time
they need to go to the doctor, and improve outcomes for all families.

Policies supporting good jobs are popular:
●
●
●

78% of Americans say that expanding apprenticeship opportunities would help
create jobs with livable wages
73% support a state-created loan fund for the state’s smallest businesses
79% agree that paid sick leave ensures workers are better able to take care of
themselves and less likely to get their coworkers or loved ones sick

Case Study: Expand the Path to Good Jobs with Better Career
and Technical Education
In Colorado, over 33,000 high school students are currently taking CTE and early college courses
through the Colorado Community College System. These students are better able to afford college,
certificates, and associate’s degrees. One beneficiary, Marisa, said the program saved her
thousands and she was able to graduate from college in just two years. Thanks to Colorado state
lawmakers, more students like Marisa will be able to afford college or be competitive in the job
market after high school.
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Goal 2: Quality, Affordable
Healthcare
The last several years underscored how critical quality,
affordable healthcare is. Yet corporations are keeping
drug prices high, and too many families cannot afford
the preventative care or medical treatment they need.
For example, one in four patients with diabetes have
rationed their insulin. State lawmakers can build a
healthier America by ensuring everyone can afford
quality healthcare. Targets to achieve include:

●

Universal, Affordable Health Coverage With A Cap On
Out-Of-Pocket Expenses
Life Expectancy Of At Least 84 Years

1.

Protect New Families with a Full Year of Care after Birth: A third of

●

pregnancy-related deaths in America occur in the weeks following birth, instead of
during pregnancy or delivery. However, for many new mothers, health coverage
ends just 60 days after delivery, and other options for care are unaffordable. By
ensuring families receive a full year of care through insurance, state lawmakers
can improve the health and well-being of both babies and moms.
2.

No One Should Be Denied Health Insurance Because of a Pre-Existing Condition:
Some states continue to threaten to strip coverage away from children, adults,
and families with pre-existing conditions, including those with cancer, genetic
diseases, and debilitating chronic conditions. While federal protections continue to
be attacked, state lawmakers can ensure their residents with pre-existing
conditions get the quality, affordable healthcare they need.
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3.

Save Lives by Capping the Out-of-Control Cost of Insulin: Nearly a quarter of all
insulin-dependent diabetics now ration doses due to cost. Their life is in danger
not just from their disease, but from the exploitative corporations that make this
life-saving drug unaffordable. Due almost entirely to the three large companies
that control 90% of the U.S. market, costs have tripled in the last decade. Federal
action has been limited, but a state cap on the cost of insulin can ensure that all
Americans who need insulin can afford it.

4.

Ensure Coverage for First Responders: First responders like law enforcement
officers, paramedics, and firefighters take on dangerous jobs to protect others.
Because they put their lives on the line, they are more likely than the general
population to experience harm to their mental health and to die by suicide. This
policy saves lives by ensuring that worker’s compensation covers relevant mental
healthcare so that police officers, firefighters, and other responders can afford the
mental healthcare they need.

Americans are ready for quality, affordable healthcare:
●
●

Nearly half of all voters rate their state’s handling of healthcare as “not good” or
“poor,” yet voters consistently rank healthcare as a top concern
91% of voters believe the price of insulin should be lowered

Case Study: Save Lives by Capping the Out-of-Control Cost of Insulin
Around the country, the cost of insulin has soared. In Kentucky in 2021, the cost of a 30-day supply
was $721, and the state had the 5th-highest mortality rate due to diabetes in the nation.
Kentuckians like Kevin Trager were buying insulin from other countries until Kentucky state
lawmakers enacted a bill to cap the cost of insulin at $30 a month. The policy helps an estimated
20,000 diabetics statewide each year.
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Goal 3: Investing in Children
When state lawmakers invest in children, everyone
benefits. These policies lead to success in school, better
health for kids and parents, and more money in the
pockets of families. Targets to achieve include:

●
●
●

1.

100% Completion Of Quality K-12 Education
Path To Higher Education, Including Technical
Training, Without Debt For 100% Of Students
Early Childhood Education And Services For
100% Of Children

Universal Home Visiting for New Families – an Investment in Our Future: Support
for pregnant moms and very young kids is one of the most cost-effective
economic investments we can make. Maternal, infant, and early childhood home
visits save money for families and states by reducing health and education costs
and creating other benefits. The Universal Home Visiting Act benefits families
through individualized at-home attention from trained professionals.

2.

Childcare Affordability: Working families in every state are struggling to afford the
crushing—and growing—costs of childcare. The Childcare Advance Act allows
parents with the youngest children to offset state taxes, reducing their state tax bill
to zero while they pay for care. Families pay the state back over time, without
interest, when they are better positioned to do so. Lawmakers can further help
families pay for childcare with state-level Earned Income Tax Credits, paid family
and medical leave, and support for afterschool care and home-based childcare
centers.

3.

Invest in Children with High-impact Tutoring for K-12 Students: State lawmakers
can help students succeed in school after years of learning loss. Nearly 60% of
fourth graders are not proficient in math while nearly two-thirds are not proficient
in reading. High-impact tutoring is one of the most effective ways to quickly
improve education outcomes.
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4.

Fight Child Hunger with School Breakfast Programs: Grocery costs are rising, and
more students may come to school hungry. Childhood hunger is linked to more
frequent hospitalizations and school absences, reduced school performance, and
increased behavioral problems. Federally-funded school breakfast programs are
helpful but do not entirely meet students’ needs. State lawmakers can help school
districts offer expanded breakfast programs to improve student performance and
help fight hunger.

5.

Help Children Succeed with Pre-K For Every Child: Making high-quality pre-K
education available to all young children helps families afford childcare and
improves education outcomes and graduation rates for children. However, about
half of America’s 3- to 4-year-olds are not enrolled in pre-kindergarten. State
lawmakers can leverage federal and other funding opportunities to help ensure
that all young children can attend high-quality pre-kindergarten education.

Constituents support investing in children:
●
●
●

84% of voters – including an overwhelming majority across party lines – support
increased childcare affordability
83% of voters support ensuring every child can attend pre-K
Over a quarter of people cannot afford necessities such as childcare

Case Study: Universal Home Visiting for New Families – an Investment
in Our Future
Thanks to New Hampshire’s universal home visiting program, nearly 50% of participating families
receive information on parenting – compared to 20% of those who don’t participate. 90% of mothers
receive postpartum care. Mom Pilar’s visiting nurse even removed the stitches from her cesarean
section, and also helped talk her through how to care for her newborn well beyond specific medical
needs. Families who participate are also more likely to have health and dental care, find housing
and transportation, and receive job training.
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Goal 4: Empowering People Over
Special Interests
Narrow special interests are undermining America’s
ability to administer free and fair elections.
Corporations and special interests are exerting undue
influence in our democracy and leveraging Americans’
most personal data for profit. The next few years will
determine the role special interests play in America –
and state lawmakers are on the frontlines. Targets to
achieve include:
●
●
●

Limit Corporate Special Interest Spending In Politics
At Least 70% Voter Participation And Fair Legislative Districts
Personal Control For Everyone Over Their Private Online Data

1.

Protect People’s Most Personal Data From Secret Surveillance: Consumers
deserve privacy and should know if their information is being collected and
shared, yet private corporations have a long history of collecting even people’s
most personal data. Companies often share data like fingerprints, faceprints,
retinal or iris scans, voiceprint analysis, and DNA with third parties without
consumers’ knowledge. In fact, biometric data is estimated to be a $45 billion a
year industry by 2024. This policy would ensure corporations cannot collect or
distribute biometric data without express consent from the consumer.

2.

Automatic Voter Registration Makes Voting Easy and Secure: Voter registration in
the United States is very low in comparison to other advanced democracies—and
over a quarter of unregistered eligible voters say they want to be registered to
vote. By modernizing the computer process for registration, automatic voter
registration for American citizens significantly cuts costs and secures voting
systems against fraud.
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3.

Support Fair Districts with an Independent Redistricting Commission: When
legislative districts are decided by partisan politicians, not all votes are treated
equally. An independent redistricting commission prioritizes voters over politicians
and is more likely to produce fair district maps that empower voters and
strengthen our democracy.

4.

Rein in Secret Corporate Influence in Politics: Corporate special interests exert
enormous, largely unchecked influence in American elections, particularly since
the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision. Individual states can take steps to
rein in out-of-control corporate political spending, starting in the corporate
boardroom. By requiring shareholder approval, public disclosure, and a business
rationale for corporate political expenditures, state lawmakers can create
increased transparency and accountability.

Constituents believe in empowering people over special interests:
●
●
●

77% of voters support requiring that for-profit corporations disclose all political
donations to the public
Over two-thirds of voters want to stop big corporations from collecting their most
personal data without their consent
Threats to democracy are consistently a top-three concern for voters

Case Study: Protect People’s Most Personal Data From Secret Surveillance
Illinois state lawmakers passed a policy that bans companies from sharing consumers’ biometric
data unless the consumer opts into data sharing. When an amusement park collected a
14-year-old’s thumbprint without informed consent, his family was able to hold them accountable,
and families throughout the state were protected too. Now, the people in Illinois’ personal data can
be protected and corporations will be held accountable for breaking the law.
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Goal 5: Equal Opportunity for All
Equal opportunity is a core American value. Without
it, everyone’s health, pocketbooks, and freedom
suffer. Particularly at a time when families are
already struggling to make ends meet, state
lawmakers can ensure all Americans have the
opportunity to achieve a healthy, prosperous, and
sustainable future. Targets to achieve include:
●
●

1.

Equal Pay For Equal Work Regardless Of Gender
Or Race
Public Safety and Equal Treatment in the
Justice System for All
Defending Families Against Unnecessary Foreclosure: Foreclosures are on the
rise, but homeowners at risk may have options to stay in their home. However,
many are unaware of those options due to abusive lending and foreclosure
practices. A Homeowner’s Bill of Rights will protect homeowners facing foreclosure
by ensuring they are provided information about and connections for all available
legal paths to keeping their home.

2.

Save Lives, Advance Better Outcomes, and Reduce Healthcare Costs with Better
Data: Disparities in healthcare outcomes lead to shorter lives and higher
healthcare costs for everyone. By collecting and assessing data about health
outcomes for patients across demographics, states can help healthcare
practitioners to develop and target policy solutions that will improve health
outcomes for all.

3.

Equal Pay for Equal Work with Pay Transparency: Everyone deserves equal pay
for equal work, regardless of gender or race. Research shows that encouraging
pay transparency and allowing workers to talk about it both advances equal pay
and also improves workplaces. This policy will ensure that discussing salary
information is protected for all workers.
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4.

Secure a Prosperous Future for All by Strengthening Nondiscrimination
Protections: No one should be fired, evicted, or denied service because of who
they are. Yet the social, economic, and health effects of discrimination against
LGBTQ+ people costs states tens of millions of dollars each year. State lawmakers
can create a fairer and more prosperous state by prohibiting discrimination on the
basis of sex, sexual orientation, and gender identity for jobs, housing, public
accommodations, schools, and more.

5.

Increasing Job Opportunities with the Clean Slate Act: Low-level, non-violent
convictions can stay with individuals for their entire life, impacting jobs, education,
and housing for them and their families. Sealing some nonviolent criminal records
for people who have served their sentences and remained crime-free provides a
path toward better jobs and more stability, and reduces crime.

Voters want lawmakers to advance equal opportunity for all:
●
●

90% of voters support policies to ensure equal pay for equal work
87% of voters support policies that aim to end discrimination in jobs, housing, and
education

Case Study: Increasing Job Opportunities with the Clean Slate Act
Each year, underemployment among people who’ve served their time costs the US economy at
least $78 billion. One man in Pennsylvania struggled to find gainful employment for 16 years, never
committing another crime despite his struggle. Finally, the state passed a policy, which helped
Pennsylvanians like him get a job. Since 2018, 1.2 million Pennsylvanians who’ve served their time for
low-level, non-violent crimes and have remained crime-free have been able to benefit from this
policy that increases employment and reduces recidivism.
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Goal 6: Sustainable Infrastructure,
Resilience, and Innovation
Natural disasters and eroding infrastructure endanger
Americans and lead to emergencies that families can’t
afford. Sustainable infrastructure, on the other hand,
builds resilience in the face of extreme weather or other
disasters. Building and maintaining infrastructure for
necessities like broadband help communities stay
strong while creating good jobs that pay a livable
wage. With unprecedented new funding and incentives
available from the federal government, state
lawmakers can ensure their constituents stay safe and
are able to rebuild quickly when necessary. Targets to
achieve include:

●
●

100% Of Roads, Bridges, Railways, Airports, Seaports, Levees, And Dams In
Good Repair
Plans To Make Every Community Resilient Against Natural Disasters
Enhance Scientific Research And Technological Capabilities

1.

Save Lives by Stopping Extreme Weather Utility Shutoffs: When extreme weather

●

strikes, a utility company denying power over a billing dispute can risk the lives of
seniors, children, and anyone with a medical condition. By preventing utilities from
denying service during episodes of extreme weather, state lawmakers can ensure
no one’s life is endangered because they can’t afford a utility bill.
2.

Hold Big Polluters Accountable with State Superfund Laws: Too often, big
polluters do not pay for the cost of the pollution they dump into communities.
Pollutants in groundwater and soil create major health hazards and make polluted
land unavailable for development. Creating and strengthening state Superfund
laws gives states and localities the tools they need to support environmental
cleanup, thereby creating jobs and protecting their communities.
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3.

Support Farmers and Combat Hunger by Purchasing Food Produced In-State:
Small and mid-size family farms are essential to food production and are vital
employers in rural areas. State lawmakers can provide incentives for farmers to
donate produce to food pantries and make it easier for state agencies to
purchase from in-state farmers in order to help address hunger and support
in-state agriculture.

4.

Protect Communities Faced with Disaster with a State Resilience Officer: As
floods, hurricanes, and other natural disasters increase in number and severity,
states must take action to reduce natural disaster risk for all communities.
Families who lose their home or cannot go to work all suffer when a natural
disaster hits. A state resilience officer can ensure states are better prepared to
respond to disasters, and that, when disasters occur, recovery efforts are quick,
effective, and efficient.

5.

State- and Locally-Owned Broadband Infrastructure Can Ensure Faster Internet
and Protect Private Online Data: To date, states have yet to fully invest in and
unleash the potential of locally-owned broadband or fiber. By supporting
broadband infrastructure owned by the state or a locality, state lawmakers can
ensure the protection of private data and keep communities safe.

Voters are ready to build resilient communities:
●
●

The top three costs that affect families’ pocketbooks are gas, groceries, and
utility bills.
Over 80% of voters want to see communities be more resilient in the face of
natural disasters.

Case Study: Protect Communities Faced with Disaster with a State Resilience
Officer
In South Carolina, the chief resilience officer worked alongside the local community to help families
who wanted to leave a flood zone to afford to do so. The families were able to leave their unsafe
homes, and the area will be turned into parks or other communal spaces.
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Goal 7: Clean Air, Water, and Energy
The health and financial costs of pollution are high.
State lawmakers can play a pivotal role in moving
towards clean energy and reducing pollution. These
policies can help more Americans stay healthy
while creating good jobs in communities that most
need them. Targets to achieve include:

●
●
●

1.

Accelerate Increased Investment in Clean,
Safe Energy
Clean Air And Water For Every Community
Big Polluters Pay 100% Of Damages From
Pollution

Clean Water in Every Tap: Millions of people across thousands of communities in
the U.S. have chemicals in their drinking water that put them at risk. These
chemicals are linked to cancer and other health problems. State lawmakers can
limit the amount of these known toxins in drinking water, protecting families,
homes, schools, and businesses from harmful toxins and reducing healthcare
costs.

2.

Protect Children from Lead in Schools and Daycares: Lead in drinking water has
been linked to numerous health problems such as decreased bone and muscle
growth, damage to the nervous system, and developmental delays. Lead exposure
is particularly devastating to young children, yet schools and preschools in most
states do not test for lead in drinking water. This policy protects children from the
dangers of lead by providing for drinking water lead testing at schools and
daycares.
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3.

Increasing Utility Energy Efficiency Creates Jobs and Saves Consumers Money:
Utility companies have substantial power to set rates and determine energy
choices for consumers, making them essential to state lawmakers’ efforts to
reduce pollution and promote clean energy choices. State lawmakers can take
action to reduce costs through strong utility energy efficiency policies, which task
utilities with increasing efficiency and preventing energy waste – leading to
billions in savings and growth in the clean energy sector.

4.

Create Jobs, Make Communities Healthier, and Protect the Future with a Climate
Action Plan: The costs of climate change continue to increase, with each extreme
weather event and the billions in damage. But state lawmakers can protect their
state from extreme weather while boosting their state’s economy. A Climate Action
Plan supercharges the economy by creating jobs, improving public health, and
reducing energy costs.

Voters want to see states move toward clean energy:
●
●

77% of voters support policies to increase investments in clean energy and jobs
73% are concerned or very concerned about water pollution

Case Study: Protect Children from Lead in Schools and Daycares
In 2019, Maine passed a law requiring schools to test for lead in water. One-third of tests came back
with more lead than was acceptable. Dr. Lewis S. Libby School was one of several schools shocked
to find high levels of the toxin in their drinking water – but because of the law they got the money to
protect their students.
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Next Steps
Ready to take action? Share this Agenda with your colleagues, meet with your caucus,
and identify together which priorities are most critically needed and how you can use
this as a roadmap to improve lives in your state, both now and in future legislative
sessions.
As always, The Lawmaker Network is here to support you. If you’re looking for immediate
help with this Agenda or any research requests, we offer on-demand, live support at our
24-hour State Line, 1-833-STATES-1.
We also offer customized services for state lawmakers that you and your caucus can
leverage in advancing any policies related to these goals, including:
●

The Lawmaker Network’s policy library, which provides dozens of model policies
like those included in this Agenda (and additional ones that are regularly added).

●

Data to help you frame your state’s progress and identify areas for improvement,
through our 50-State Report Card.

●

Customized programming for lawmakers and staff, including a fellowship,
webinars, convenings, and other educational and network-building opportunities.
Contact us at policy@thelawmakernetwork.org to learn more.
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